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ONLY INFLUENCERS CAN DRIVE 
SUCCESSFUL CHANGE 

Change is hard, especially in large organisations. 
Willis Towers Watson reported 70% of change 
initiatives do not meet their initial objectives and 
only 1 out 4 companies sustain chain gains over 
the long term. The 70% that fail have shown that 
employees tend to instinctively oppose change 
initiatives because they threaten the safety of 
predictable and stable work practices. However, 
some organisations do succeed at transforming 
their workplace. What accounts for the vast void 
between Change Masters and Change Novices? 
How do these leaders successfully drive change 
when the vast majority can’t? So many businesses 
are reconsidering mergers and acquisitions, 
technological shifts and strategic changes these 
days that it is imperative to understand what 
successful Change programs do differently.

While some organisations have perfected the academic processes and technologies for implementing 
change, they’ve often failed to understand the people dynamic in making it effective. Organisations typically 
support change programs by recruiting Change Agents based on structured organisational hierarchy, cross 
functionality or simply on resource availability. What is ignored is the informal organisation, the network of 
relationships that employees form across functions and divisions to accomplish tasks fast. Harnessing the 
power of the informal organisation is key to selecting the most influential and well networked employees to 
spearhead change initiatives. 

ONA reveals real network of relationships employees 
rely on to get work done.
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Research by Harvard University discovered a Change Agent’s personal network – the strength of their 
relationships with colleagues – is a strong predictor of success. According to the study:

• Change agents who were central in the organisation’s informal network had a greater impact on the 
change initiative, regardless of their position in the formal hierarchy

• People who bridged disconnected groups and individuals were more effective at implementing dramatic 
reforms while those with cohesive networks were better at instituting minor reforms. 

• Strong relationships with change resisters hindered major change initiatives

Our team of data scientists at TrustSphere have developed a service built on years of academic research 
which statistically analyses and maps out a company’s informal organisational network to help change teams 
select their influential champions of change.

Identifying Influential Change Agents Through 
Organisational Network Analysis

Using TrustSphere’s proprietary Network Analysis tool, 
TrustVault, organisations can translate a myriad of workplace 
relationships into maps that show how the informal organisation 
gets work done. TrustVault, ingests communication meta data 
to score each workplace relationship as either weak, medium 
or strong – a key requirement for in depth organisational 
network analysis. This on the fly measurement of relationship 
strength is what gives TrustVault the edge, over traditional 
Network Analysis.
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a myriad of workplace 
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that show how the informal 

organisation gets work done.

Employees are then ranked according to a unique combination of the following network measures:

• Betweenness 
Employees with high betweenness values act as bridges between disparate individuals and groups, 
giving them control over what, when and how people in the organisation communicate with them. These 
employees often act as the gatekeepers in the organisation.

• Degree Centrality 
Degree centrality measures the number of strong relationships an employee has in the organisation, 
or in short, an employee’s network size. Employees with high degree centralities are ones central in the 
organisation’s informal network. 

• Closeness Centrality 
Building on the notion of ‘six degrees of separation’, closeness measures the average degrees of 
separation between an employee and the rest of the organisation. Employees with low closeness values 
are easily accessible to the whole organisation – thus enabling them to spread information much faster.

TrustVault, ingests communication meta data to score each workplace relationship as either weak, 
medium or strong – a key requirement for in-depth organisational network analysis. 
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In 2016, a leading Australian owned management 
consulting and leadership development firm 
deployed TrustSphere’s TrustVault platform to 
analyse 800,000 digital communications generated 
by their staff.

The implementation took less than a day and within 
hours they were equipped with a list of potential 
influencers to recruit as change agents for upcoming 
change initiatives. The eight employees that were 
chosen as change agents maintained strong 
relationships with 225 out of the 300 employees in the 
organisation. Together, the team of change agents had 
an organisational coverage of 75%.

Traditionally, assembling a change team with this 
quantifiable level of influence was virtually impossible. 

High betweenness: Alan controls 
information flow between 6 other 
employees.

High degree: Pete has the most 
number of strong relationships in 
the organisation..

High closeness: Joeff has many 
first degree relationships with 
different employees in the 
organisation.

Each of these metrics are then compounded together to provide each employee with an overall Influencer 
Score. Using these scores, organisations can choose potential evangelists to lead upcoming change initiatives. 
These Change Agents excel at dispelling information to the organisation, have strong networks and have 
quick access across the entire organisation. Organisations can also choose the number of Change Agents to 
recruit based on the optimal coverage they would like to achieve.

By using TrustSphere’s Relationship Analytics tool, our client was able to uncover previously hidden influencers 
within their informal organisational network to spearhead change initiatives.
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For more information, email us at PeopleAnalytics@trustsphere.com.

People Analytics by TrustSphere. Organisational Network Analysis to help maximise your talent.

Providing the change teams with the map that they desperately need to clearly identify who they 
should recruit as their internal champion.

Accessibility


